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I. INTRODUCTION 
Th e purpose of this note is to present a new constructive existence proof for 
the Cauchy problem for certain nonlinear perturbations of the classical wave 
equation, 
u at - AZ1 = g(x, t, u) U-1) 
on a bounded space region Sz C R” for bounded and unbounded choices of the 
time t. It was shown by Strauss [lo] that weak solutions u exist for all time if g 
is an arbitrary continuous function not depending explicitly on t such that 
g(x, u)zz d 0, for all x E Q, all u E R, 
and such solutions are dissipative in the sense that the energy does not increase. 
His method involved approximation by Lipschitz perturbations, for which 
contraction and energy conservation principles are available, together with an L1 
convergence criterion permitting passage to the limit. The results of [IO] are 
in fact more general and permit the addition of a time dependent forcing term 
of appropriate growth (cf. the Corollary of [lo]) as well as unbounded Sz. 
The physical importance of (1.1) has long been recognized in quantum field 
theory where the choice 
g(x, u) = -/2u - u3 
corresponds to a meson potential (cf. Schiff [S]). For such equations, and more 
generally, for the Klein-Gordon equation where u3 is replaced by 1 u 10 u, 
p > 0, the semi-discretization method of this paper gives weak solutions for 
all time. For more general choices of g(x, t, u), viz., 
g(x, t, u) = f(x, t) - b / u 10 u - G(u), (1.2) 
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we shall construct solutions on a bounded space-time domain D = R x (0, Tj 
for f ELM, for G a lipschitz continuous function and for b > 0. 
A classical treatment of the Klein-Gordon equation for p > 4 was given by 
Jiirgens [4] for the case n = 3, in which case a unique smooth solution exists 
for all time. Segal [9] proved the existence of weak solutions for ail time; the 
general uniqueness question remains open for tz 3 3 (cf. Lions [5]). The 
existence results of this paper as summarized in Theorem 2.4 are already 
retrieved in [lo]; however, our stable implicit divided difference scheme, 
wherein aazl/ata is replaced by second order backward divided differences? 
leads to an elliptic boundary value problem at each time step, which has a 
monotone formulation if G is monotone. The solution of the algebraic discretiza- 
tions of such elliptic equations is now well understood (cf. [7]). For an explicit 
numerical analysis of the Klein-Gordon equation, cf. Strauss and Vasquez [I I]. 
Finally, we define, for the sequel, the following spaces. If B is an arbitrary 
Banach space, and 0 < T < co, 
(i) L-(0, T; B) = {u(., t): u E B 
for almost all t and // u(., t)iis EL”(O, T)) (1.3) 
with 
(4 II 21 IlLa = ess SUP~S~~ II u(., t>;lB ; 
(ij Wa(O, T; B) = (u(., t): 21, tit EL~(O, T; B)) (1.4) 
with 
(ii> I! 21 IIFVI,~ = Ii 4., O)ll~ + ess supo~ta ilUt(., t)ll~ . 
Lm(O, T; B) and TW=(O, t; B) are known to be Banach spaces [j] with weak-* 
sequentially compact unit balls. For convenience: we take as norm in Hol(sZ) 
the completion of Cos(Q), the equivalent [l] energy norm, 
(IS) 
Finally, 9’(Q) is the usual distribution space and <‘, .> represents the usual 
duality pairing. 
2. MAIE RESULTS AND THE SEMI-DISCRETI~ATION 
Let F be a real-valued function on [O, co) satisfying, for p > 2, 
F(s) = &v-l, b > 0, s > 0. 
Note that the choices 
(2.ij 
F(s) = (2b/‘p) SP’“, s -2 0, 
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and p = p + 2 for p > 0 yield, 
Let Q be a bounded open subset of R” and let the initial data functions ~0 and 
u1 satisfy 
uO, 22 E Hol(L?) n La(Q) (2.2) 
and let f satisfy 
f ~-wD) (2.3) 
where D = D x (0, T). Finally, let G be a Lipschitz continuous function on R 
satisfying 
G(0) = 0. (2.4) 
We are interested in the initial value, homogeneous boundary value problem 
defined by (1.1) and (1.2). Th e p recise sense in which solutions are sought is 
given by the following definition of weak solution. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A real measurable function u in D for 0 < T < co is said 
to be a weak solution of the initial-boundary value problem for (1.1, 1.2) if, 
for each y E C,“(D), 
(i) jn [--+w + Vu * Vg, + (G(U) + F’(ua)u - f)~] dx dt = 0, 
and if u satisfies the regularity and initial conditions, 
(ii) u E Jvl,m(O, T; L”(Q)) n Lm(O, T; Hoi(Q) n Lp(Q)), (2.5) 
(iii) qt E g(Q) n L”(0, T; H-l(Q) + La(Q)), 
(iv) u(., 0) = u”, ZC~(., 0) = ul. 
Here Q satisfies l/p + l/q = I. The solution is said to hold for all time if u 
satisfies the global condition, 
24 E W-(0, CO; L’(Q)) n Lm(O, 00; H,l(Q) n Lp(Q)), 
together with (2.5i, iii) for all 0 < T < cc and (2.5iv). 
(2.5ii’) 
Remark. The norm in H,r(Q) n La(Q) is a t k en as the sum of the respective 
norms. H-l(0) + L’J(Q) is the dual of Hol(sZ) n Lo. 
Suppose now that an integer M 3 2 is specified and set At = T/M. For 
172 = l,..., M - 1, consider the sequence of quasi-linear Dirichlet problems 
obtained formally by applying to (2.5) an implicit time discretization formula 
defined by backward second order divided differences: 
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Hei-62 u,,+~ E Hoi(Q) nLp(Q), for 112 = I,..., M - 1, U, = u” and u, = uO + dtzP. 
f ,,2+l is defined by, 
f 
1 
m+l = ot i 
.(~~~+l)~~f (., t> ~~* 
(2.7) 
l&t 
The general problem of the existence of sohations of (2.6) is addressed by 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Given g E H-l(Q) + LQ(Q), tl ze semilineuP L&i&let problem, 
s 
52 [Vu - VP, + (G(u) + F’(u”)u + u,‘(~?t)~)y] = g(y), 
f0F dl 9 E H,l(i2) n D(Q) (2.8) 
has a unique solution 11 E HOI(Q) n Lp(Q) for 
II G/hip G l/(At)‘. (2.9) 
Here j/ G \jLip is a minimal Lipschitz cowstunt. 
The proof of the proposition makes fundamental use of two lemmas. 
LEMNIA 2.2. Let V be a TeJEexive, separabIe Bannch space and let d be a 
mapping from V to its dual V’ satisfy?zg: 
(i) A is bounded and henzicontinuous, i.e., 
h + (S(v + hw), 2) 
is continuous from R into R for all v, w, x E V; 
(ii) vk - v weakly in 1;: A(Q) - x weakl31 in V’ and 
liy+;up (A(.qJ, v& < (x, v} =i- x = A(a). 
(iii) A is coercive, i.e., 
(2.10) 
<4v), v) ---f cc 
II v/Iv 
as jjvIjv-+ a. 
Then A is a surjective mapping of V onto V’. 
Proof. cf. [5, p. 1731.1 
LEMMA 2.3. There exists a constant cl > 0 such that 
j Jo i?‘(v~~) VI - F’(v22) v2lx / G CA!1 7-3 llLn + Ii 74 li,P” 
X II v~ - % IIp /i % lip (2.11) 
f or VI , v2 ) z ELqQ). 
1 (2.1Oii) is known as property (M). It is a generalization of monotonicity. 
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Proof. By (2.1) and the mean value theorem for derivatives, 
lqs12)s, - F’(s,“)s, I < 26(p - l)(/ s1 j + I s, I)“-” 1 sz - s, j. (2.12) 
Noting that, 
p,(pla 2) +;+ j = 1, 
and applying the generalized Holder inequality to the integral, 
s 5? {(I 2’1 I + I ‘uz I)“-” I u2 - Z’l I I z I>, 
we obtain (2.11) with cr = 2b( p - 1). 
Proof of Proposition 2.1. We identify the space V of Lemma 2.2 with 
Hs1(s2) n D(Q) and V’ with H-l(Q) + D’(Q). The mapping A is defined by, 
,4(v) = -4~ + G(w) + F’(w2)w + w/(dt)“. (2.13) 
where -A is viewed as a continuous bijection of Hal(Q) onto HP(Q). Lemma 2.2, 
together with the characterization, 
shows that the mapping 
w -+ F’(eiz)w = B(w) . (2.14) 
is continuous from D(Q) into D(Q), as is G + I/(ot)“. A is thus seen to be 
hemicontinuous and bounded and (2.1Oi) holds. The coerciveness relation 
(2.lOiii) is deduced from (2.1), (2.9) and (2.11). Indeed, 
(,4(a), w) = (-4v, w> + (G(w) + ~/(dt)~, w”)~~ + (F’(w2), w2)L2 
>,lblI;~+ (&- II G 11~) Ii u 11:s + b II ~1 II;= 
2 min(l, WI 2, Il~oI + II 21 ll$l. 
If II ZJ IIH,‘nLP - co and II w lILp remains bounded then (2.lOiii) follows from the 
preceding inequality. Suppose, then, that I/ z, lILp + v3 as /I T.J IIHO1nLP + CO, where 
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we assume:, without loss of generality, that // D jjLP > 1; in 
Ii v ;I:. . We have, 
25 
(A(v), v) > min(1, b) (11 21 i/H,1 -+ 1; 8 \l~n)Z 
il v !lqnp ’ 2 II ‘V llfic A 11 v /IL” 
so that (2,lOiii) holds in this case also. 
It remains to verify (2.lOii). In fact, the stronger result 
VP - v, A@+.) - x 3 A(vj = x (2.15) 
actually holds. Now the compact injection of H,l(Q) illto L’(Q) [l, p. 991 and 
the equivalence of continuity and weak continuity of --A [2, p. 422] reduces 
(2.15) to the statement 
VL - v, B(v,) - z/G 2 B(v) = $b, (2.16) 
where the weak convergence of B( ZJ~ is a -en in D(Q). The verification of (2.16) .) t b 
is standard (cf. [5, p. 12, Lemma 1.31) so that (2.1Oii) holds. The existence 
assertion of the proposition now follows from Lemma 2.2. 
Noting that F’(S)s is a monotone increasing function on R, we obtain, if ‘ZJ~ 
and z:~ are solutions, 
0 = <A(q) - L@J,), v1 - v2) 3 <-A@!, - v2), q -- v2) := ,/ w1 - v, 1,;: 
so that ZJ~ = v, . This completes the proof of the proposition. 
We define, for each M > 2, the sequence {zP> by, 
(2.17) 
if mAt < t < (m $- 1) At, HZ = 0, l,..., M - 1. Note that uhf is simply the 
piecewise linear interpolate in t of the “points” u,, = zP, u1 = u0 + At & and 
u,?,+~ defined by (2.6) for 1 < PZ < M - 1 with At = T/M. 
The major result of the paper may now be stated. We assume (2.1-2.4). 
THEOREM 2.4. The sequence (zP} is bounded in each of the spaces W*m(O, T; 
L”(Q)) and Lye, T; H&2) n Lq2)). In p ar icu av, t I there is a subsequence con- 
vergent in P(D) to a solution u of (2.5). This solution ,may be continued2 for all 
time if f E 0 and G(u) is linear with nonnegative slope, i.e., in the case of the 
nonlinear Klein-Gordon equation. 
? More precisely, a solution exists for all time in this case, with restriction a solution 
of the bounded time interval problem. 
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3. STABILITY OF THE SEMI-DISCRETIZATION 
The major results of this section describe stability results which are directly 
interpreted as providing bounds for the sequence uA’ in the appropriate function 
spaces. 
THEOREM 3.1. There exist positive constants C, and C, such that, for M 3 MO 
and m = l,..., M - 1, the estimates, 
(i) II um+1 - % I/pW 6 Cl > 
(3.1) 
(3 II u.rn+l IIHo~nLD G G , 
hldfor At = T/M, 0 < T < CO. Here M,, = max (2, (11 GIILip)l”T). 
Proof. The basic starting point is the weak form of (2.6). For WI = O,..., M- 1, 
define j .>,, = u,,+r - u,, . $e have from (2.6), for 1 < k < M - 
k 
cl( 1 nl=l & 2 (Ym - Ye1 ,Y&” + bn+1 ‘Yrn)HO 
+ (G(um+,), Y& + Wdz+,) %n,l 3 Yd) 
m-1 
Now observe that, by (2.1) and the Holder inequality, 
2 b II %+1 ll$ - b II %+1ll~~ II %a IIL 
and an application of the inequality [6, p. 2131, 
a;‘~a;‘q < 3 + a; , 
P 4 
a, 2 0, 4 > 0, 
with a, = II G II& , a, = /I u,+~ /I$ gives the inequality, 
L+1 b ; II %+1 IIZP - b p II %l II;= - 
1, 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Note here that p - 2 > 0 and 2 - q > 0. Thus we obtain from (3.3), 
L + Ll z ; II %k+1 ll$ - ; II G-1 ll$ (3.4) 
for tit = 2,..., M - 1. 
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Now, the inequalities, 
(ym - ym-1 ,Y,& >, 4 llym iI;2 - 4 I!?l??&2 ) 
together with (3.2) and (3.4) lead to, for max(1, 8 (1 G IjEt,) < l/At . min(l, K), 
IC-1 
Defining F{(t) by the left hand side of (3.6) for kdt < t < (k + 1) dt and 
1 < k < M - 1 and by 0 for 0 < t < At, we see from (3.6) that, 
F(t) < Kl + K, lkAt YM(s) ds, kdt <t < (kf l)dt, (3.7) 
where KI is any nonnegative constant bounding the sum of the first four terms 
on the right hand side of (3.6); this is possible since ut = u” + A&. A standard 
application of the Gronwall inequality for step functions (cf. [3, Lemma 3.31) 
yields, for all but a finite number of M, 
I;“‘(t) < Kl esp[K,R At], kAt<t<(k+l)At, O<k<M-1. (3.8) 
(3.8) immediately implies (3.1) and the Theorem is proved. 
As a corollary we have, 
COROLLARY 3.2. The sequence (~“3 dejned by (2.17) is bounded in each of the 
spaced iPm(O, T; L”(Q)) and Lm(O, T; H,l(Q) n D’(Q)). 
Another corollary, of the proof of Theorem 3.1, applies to the case of the 
Klein-Gordon equation for unbounded time, i.e., for nt = 1, 2,... and At = 
l/M (M = I, 2,...). Slight modifications in the proof in this case yield K1 = 0 
so that C, and Ca depend only upon the initial data. 
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COROLLARY 3.3. In the case of the nonlinear K&-Gordon equation, i.e., 
f = 0 and G(u) = $u, the relations (3.1) hold foT all time. Specifcally, there 
existpositive constants Cl and C, such that (3.1) holdsfor At = l/M(M = 1, 2,...) 
and m = 1, 2,... . In particular, the corresponding sequence Cud*> dejned for all time 
is bounded in each of the spaces WW(O, 00; L’(Q)) andL”(O, 03; H,1(l2) n Lp(0)). 
Consider the sequence of step functions {chr} defined by, 
2yY, t) = u,(x), mAt < t < (m + 1) At, m = 0 ,..., M - 1. (3.9) 
Then we have the following proposition (cf. [3, Proposition 3.81). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Suppose (A&} is a sequence of integers for which (zP*i> and 
{iPi> are both weakly convergent in L2(0, T, Ho1(52) nD(i2)) for 0 < T < m3. 
Then the limits of these sequences coincide. 
The usefulness of this proposition is seen in the quadrature scheme determined 
by the semi-discretization for the integrals defining the weak solution. 
We quote one final result. 
LEMMA 3.5. A set bounded in W,%(O, T;L2(Q)) and La(O, T; H,1(Q)) for 
0 < T < 03 is relative& compact in L2(D). In particular, the sequence (u”> has a 
.subsequence convergent in L”(D). 
Proof. The lemma is a consequence of [5, p. 58, Th. 5.11 since the injection 
Hal(Q) --+ L2(Q) is compact [l, p. 991 for an arbitrary bounded set B. 
4. EXISTENCE OF REGULAR SOLUTIONS 
In this section we shall outline the proof of Theorem 2.4; full details are 
omitted (cf. the similar technique in [3]). 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Suppose 0 < I’ < cg. By Corollary 3.2 (3.3 if 
T = cc)), Proposition 3.4 and Lemma 3.5, there is a subsequence (Al,} of {M> 
and a function 
24 E Lm(0, T; I&l(Q) n D(Q)) n Wim(O, T, L*(Q)) 
satisfying, for all 0 < T, < T and D, - Q x (0, T,,), 
(i) uA{~ -* u (in Lm(O, T, ; Z&l(Q) n Lp(Q)), 
(ii) @fi A* u (in Lm(O, T, ; Z&l(Q) n Lp(Q)), 
(iii) UM$ 2 * u (in IVr,m(O, T, ; L”(Q))), 
(iv) uM* + u (in LB(D,)), 
(v) zPi(x, t) ---f u(x, t) a.e. in D, . 
(4.1) 
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By the boundedness of v + F’(v”)v as a mapping from D’(D) to D(D) we may 
also assume that there is a function x GL*(D) such that 
F’([7Pi]‘) uMi - x (in L’(D)). (4.lvi) 
From the L1 convergence lemma of [IO] we conclude F’(u”)zl = x. 
We now assume that T < 03 is an integral multiple M of At, M > 2. Let 
9 E C,,“(D), and define 
Using the weak from of (2.6) as a starting point, with test function cp, , 
summing on m and applying summation by parts we obtain, 
(4.3) 
Here, 
em = %+I - ZJ, , f&p,+l = G(u,+~) + F’(u~+~)u,~,~ , m = I ,..., m - 
Rewriting (4.3), we have, 
1. 
where I’&*, H”,f’\l and @t are the step functions determined by ym , H, ,fn[, 
and vat and where 5” is the negative of the forward divided difference of ~“1 
and where ~2~ is the translate of qM by -At. 
5’ i ince 
(i) F” -+ g, in Lco(O, T, E&l(8) n D(Q)), 
and (4.5) 
(ii) iM -+ - -$- in JV+(O, T; L”(Q)), 
(2.5) follows readily from (4.4) as M - ,m through the sequence MC . 
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(2Sii) is proved in [5, pp. S-91 and the initial conditions follow from the 
Bochner integral representations of u(., t) - zP*(., t) and ut(., t) - z@*(., t) by 
standard arguments. The proof is now complete. 
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